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Gift Wrapping:
- Shiny gift wrap is not recyclable.
- Other more earth friendly wrapping material is: newspaper/comics, magazine pages, scarves, handkerchiefs, scraps of fabric, or even your kid’s artwork!
- Instead of using bows, use the ends of the fabric to tie together in a bow itself.
- If you need ribbons and bows, there are biodegradable options available (ie Cream City Ribbon).
- If you don’t want to wrap, you can just use brown paper bags (decorated with markers, stamps, etc.) or any interesting baskets or containers you have around the house.
- For gift tags, use old cards, wrapping paper or any other ‘fun’ paper material you can find. If you purchase tags, there are biodegradable kinds available, some even with plant seeds embedded in them.
- See the additional wrapping informational flyer for more ideas and instructions!